Albarrie’s Nomex® Sublimation Felt is ideally suited for sublimation printing of ceramic tiles and other items with beveled edges or irregular surfaces. The ½” thick heat resistant pad cushions blanks as they are pressed to allow the transfer to wrap tightly around the beveled edges without wrinkling. This cushioning feature also significantly reduces wear and deformation of the rubber bottom platen from repeated pressing of blanks.

**Features:**
- ½” thick mechanically bonded Nomex® felt (no additives or binders)
- High temperature resistance
- For effective transfer printing onto beveled edges and irregular surfaces
- Extends life of rubber base
- Made from 100% Dupont (USA) Nomex® fiber

**Ideal for Sublimation Printing of:**
- Ceramic tiles
- Items with irregular surfaces or beveled edges
- Light switch plates
- Ornaments
- Glass cutting boards
- Sublislate

**Pad Sizes [½” Thick (12mm)]:**
- 12” x 14”
- 14” x 16”
- 16” x 20”
- 32” x 42”
- 36” x 54”
- 44” x 64”
- Any size (customized)

*Contact an Albarrie representative for custom pad sizes or to order at full roll width*

**Instructions for use with tiles:** Most heat press manufacturers recommend placing tiles face down on the press and heating them from the back side as this provides better contact with the entire surface of the tile and its beveled edges.

- Place the Nomex® felt on the bottom rubber platen
- Place the sublimation transfer on the felt (face-up)
- Center the tile on the transfer image (face-down)
- Place a Teflon™ sheet on the back side of the tile to avoid scratching the upper platen
- Close the heat press with lightly added pressure for the recommended cycle time

**Storage:** Product should be stored indoors, and in dry locations.

**Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Limitation of Liability:** Many factors that are uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of Nomex® Sublimation Felt in particular applications. The user is solely responsible for evaluating the product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for the user’s process and application. Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated in a written agreement between Albarrie and the user, Albarrie warrants only that each Albarrie product meets the applicable product specification at the time Albarrie ships the product. ALBARRIE MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the Albarrie product does not conform to this warranty, the exclusive remedy is, at Albarrie’s option, the replacement of the Albarrie product or refund of the purchase price. Except where prohibited by law, Albarrie will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the performance, use or inability to use Albarrie products, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted.

Nomex® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.